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Chapter 135: 
Prie$te$$ of the $ky 
Remarks 

In his youth, he learned Ice Mafee Magic with 
fellow student Gray under the tutelage of 
Ur. He was defeated by Gray in a battle to 
determine the fate of Ur’s mortal enemy, De- 
liora. After that, he entered the guild Lamia 
Scale. While Gray uses his Ice Mahe to cre¬ 
ate inanimate objects lihe weapons, Lyon’s 
specialty is making animated ice creatures. 
In the past, he would disregard Ur’s teach¬ 
ing and use one-handed Ice Make, but later 
relearned two-handed Ice Make and has 
since progressed rapidly. He quickly rose to 
the level of guild ace and, accordingly, takes 
high-level jobs. 
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Do it//// 
Now//// 
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Chapter 1)6: Coffin 

She holds a grudge against Deliora, 
who murdered both her parents when 
she was very young. At one point, she 
left Lamia Scale to follow Lyon in an 
attempt to tahe down the demon. 
After that, she returned to Lamia Scale 
and started to tahe on jobs in earnest. 
Her magic is Doll Attach Magic, with 
which she can manipulate anything 

non-human: trees, rochs, even Celes¬ 
tial Spirits. She claims that when she 
turned seventeen, she gave herself 
something of an attitude maheover. 
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ft takes 
darkness 
and light 
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Jura is considered the ace of the 
Lamia Scale guild and one of the 
ten wizard saints (those judged 
to be the ten best wizards on the 
continent). He is extremely power¬ 
ful in Earth-type Magics; because 
he can take the softest sand and 
change it into iron-hard roch, he 
has been given the name Iron 
Rock Jura. He loves his guild and 
looks after its members, includ¬ 
ing Lyon and Sherry. Once while 
snacking on green peas as a child, 
he accidentally popped a green 
caterpillar into his mouth and can 
no longer stomach green peas. 

th&pter Of: The Girl and the Ghott 
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Five 
minutes. 
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Why don't one 
of you take me 
on in a one-on- 
one fair fight/ 
That's what 

young people 
-f* do, right?/; 
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It's him 
again// 



Leave him 
to me/ You 

hurry and get 
down there, 

Natsu/ 







is this 
supposed i 

to be... 
p// 
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The black sheep of Blue Pega¬ 
sus, a guild famous for gather¬ 
ing beautiful men and women. 
His magic puts out odors that 
create all hinds of effects, and 
he keeps these perfumes in 
flasks that he carries with him. 
Considered an effective wizard 
in his guild, he loves it when 
the junior members call him 
by respectful names. He fell 
in love with Erza the moment 
he saw her at a guild masters’ 
dinner. 

Chapter 1)9: Dead Grand Pri* 
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good! You 
really want to 

race meP/ 
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A long-time top-ranker in the Weekly 
Sorcerer’s poll of “Wizards You Wish Were 
Your Boyfriend.” They say that many female 
wizards bewitched by his looks try to join 
Blue Pegasus. 
Archive magic lets information be com¬ 
pressed and sent to a recipient. He can also 
organize information and oversee battles. 
He has no steady girlfriend, but there are 
always rumors flying about who he’s seeing. 
A legend states that he has dated 18 women 
at the same time (the truth is unconfirmed). 

Chapter 140: 
Slow Speed World 
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And as long as your 
magic only works in a 
limited area, anybody 

who sees you from 
outside that area... 
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Of course, 
there is no 
greater or 

lesser magic. 
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-V- 
Is this Amazing/ 

what Sky Her color is 
Magic truly much 

can do? better now. 

/ \ ■ 
Pon't ask Wendy \ Ji 

-i; %|y to do any more ) ■ 
V pf* Sky Magic, l/^A 

v please. ZT^;'A' 

Now, 
listen. 



We'll 
never let 

them have 
Nirvana 

//// 
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That's 
where 

Jeflal is 
tut 
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An Air Magic wizard working at the Blue 
Pegasus guild. Air Magic allows one to 
send waves of air, steal the oxygen out of 
the air around one’s opponent, and more. 
It’s pretty difficult magic to face. 
He placed tanning lacrima in the guild’s 
training gym and sauna, so his perfect 
tan is due to the guild’s support and 
lacrima crystals. 
A Tanning Lacrima is a magic item meant 
to give artificial sun tans. By adjusting 
the lacrima’s memory, you can tan to any 
shade you want in five minutes. The dial 
can be set to some mysterious number 
lifee 61, 63, or 65. Ren’s is set to 61 - 61.5. 

Chapter Ml: Darkneil 





Lyon!!! 
Rnewer 
me!!! 
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How 
dare 
you 

guys do I, . 
that to of Fairy 
Racer L Tail/// 
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When people start , 
thinking in terms Tl1at: s W 

of good and evil, it 
brings on negative 

feelings without even 
intending it. 

'v' 

I couldn't 
tell anyone 
about the 

...those whose 
hearts are moved by 
justice, or by evil, 

will find their 
personalities 

reversed. 
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I mean, 
who really 
needs it P 

A 



And as long 
as there is 
love in the 

world, nothing 
is impos¬ 
sible/// 





But... to look at It 
the other way, all the 

people in the dark 
guilds will turn good, 

right? 

' -v'Y, 

For example, 
if Nirvana 

were used on 
a guild... 

IA/L*ah But the truly 
WrlCIl' T frightening part 

H of Nirvana is that 
* ‘ some of it can be 





Chapter 14): 
Celestial Spirit Brawl 

Remarks 

The magic of this recent arrival to the 

Blue Pegasus guild is powerful enough 

to turn everything visible into a winter 

wonderland in an instant. His attacks use 

“snow rocks" and cause avalanches. 

Before joining the guild, he interned with 

the Magic Council’s enforcement and 

investigation squad, the Rune Knights. 

But when the Council was disbanded in 

disgrace. Eve realized that he needed a 

new future and decided to enter a guild. 



You'd 
better be 
preparing 
your soul 
for death 

an 
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As 
she said, 
moskt- 
moski/ 







That's right! For him 
to fall Into darkness, 
he has to be on the 

edge already with 
negative feelings. 

I wonder?Your 
type of man has 
a weakness for 

girls, right? 

You're... not too 
bright, are you? 

She transformed 
into you like that. 

That shouldn't 
fool anybody. 
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Sagittarius, 
if you 

i please. 

\f lx ^ jnunflll U _ 
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And these kids 
can make a perfect 

simulation of a 
human's looks, 

abilities, thought 
process.,, everything/ 

fl complete copy/ 
They're the twins, 
Gemi and Mini/ 
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TO BE CONTINUED 



“You look like a criminal in your picture for Volume 16H” is how everyone 
around me criticized the picture. So this time, you get my regular face... 
or so I thought, but I can’t seem to get a good picture! For some reason, 
I seem to be in the habit of scowling whenever a picture is taken. Since 
what seems like forever, people have said that I’ve got an evil look in my 
eyes, and when a picture is being taken, it only seems to get worse. So 
how does a person come up with a natural-looking smile? It’s hard! 

On a different subject, here in Volume 17, I did it again. An earth- 
shaking twist!! Jellal’s back...!! Yeah, sorry about that. I just wasn’t 
thinking ahead, (laughs) .but when I say things like, “I just wasn’t 
thinking ahead,” I get letters from fans telling me that when I say such 
things, it makes them uneasy. I guess so... I guess any fan would feel 
uneasy when the author of a work they love is an airheaded idiot. I know 
I say, “I wasn’t thinking ahead,” or, “I don’t know myself what’s com¬ 
ing up in the future,” but to be a stickler with words, what I really mean 

is. “I haven’t quite decided which future to 
choose.” That would be closer to the reality of the situation. With 
every new plot twist, it presents a number of different possibilities for 
the story to run. For example, with Jellal back in the picture, I have come 
up with three different ways that the big picture can play out. I also have 
come up with quite a few different ways the story will flow until it gets 
to those three conclusions. This is how I usually work, imagining a wide 
variety of possibilities. So please, don’t worry. I’m busy every day, wor¬ 
rying over the best way to create a fun, engaging manga that will meet 
everybody’s expectations. Well... There are still times when my mind is a 
complete blank, but you know how it is. 



EMERGENCY BMNTBMtEtiESef 
RECICST! fAlRYMItf 

: We're here in the 
"Emergency Request/ 
explain the Mysteries of 
Fairy Tail/" comer// 

; I've thought this a bunch of times 
before/ but we actually don't explain 
all that many mysteries here. 

: Pon't say that out loud// 

• Here's the first question for this time. 

Why is Happy's stomach in Volume 
16 b/ue instead of whitep 

Th-That's just a mistake/ 
* right P And this isn't so 

much a question as pointing 
out the mistake. 

Ajf/ra • There// We've explained a 
* mystery/ Ping, ding/ 

Lucy :. 
_ Continuing on, this is the 

Mffd \ next question. 

Pas Elf man 
now /earned 
to do Satan 
Sou/P ft 

Lucy : I wonder. Well/ Mira-san? 
As his sister/ what do you 
sayp 

': Not a chance. 

: Whoa// A decisive 
rejection/ 

Mira • That isn't what I mean. We 
each have separate and different 
magics. Even if they're similar. 

Lucy : gh? !s that rightp 

Mira : what my sister/ Lisanna/ 
used was Animal Sou/. 
A Takeover using the 
power of animals. 

): Really P 

Mira : Elfman's is 
Sou/ It's a Takeover 
using the power of a 
monster. 

Lucy : Uh-huh/ uh-huh. 

/l^/Z'o’: And mine is Satan Sou/, 
a Takeover using the power 
of a devil. 

Lucy : That certainly makes 
everybody seem different. 
But are monsters and devils 
in different categoriesP 

lift j) I: We've explained a mystery/ 
MU Ping, ding/ 

^: And we have her signature/ 
ignoring Lucy's question/ 

Mira: Time for the next question. 

Most of tire 
names of guilds so 
far have used the 
names of mythical 
beasts, but what's 
the meaning of 
Oracion SeisP S 

Lucy: ^ you want a •itera* 
* translation: 

Oracion = Prayer 
Seis = Six 
That's what the words 
mean. 

Mira: gQ the meaning of the 
name is/ "Six Prayers"? 

Lucy: There's no mythical beast 
name in that guild though/ 
huhp 

Mira: QhP.Sure there is/ 

): That isn't the name of 
a guild/ And it isn't a 
mythical beast either/// 

. n, ]: We've explained a 
) mystery/ Ping, ding/ 

Lucy : A-And...the final question. 

Pfease tell me who Lucy 
is in /ove with. 

: I'd like to know/ myself. 

: There's nobody with that 
distinction. 

: We've explained a 
mystery/ Ping, ding/ 

' What? There's so little 
interest?/ But/ wait/ What's 
that "Ping/ ding/" thing you 
do every time?/ 

Mira : Ah? Whatever are 
you talking about? 
1 can't understand why 
you'd play dumb about 
that... 

Mira : Eh heh heh/ Well/ for example/ 
even if it's something of a 
dubious answer/ if I say that 
at the end, it sounds like the 
mystery's been explained/ 
right? 

Lucy : just some psychological 
trick? 
We've explained a 
mystery/ Brinnng/ 

): Suddenly it changes/// 

We are looking for questions about 
Fairy Tail/ Send yours to: 

Kodansha Comics 
451 Park Ave. South/ 7th Floor 
New York/ NY 10016 



The Fairy Tail Guild d'Art is an explosion of fan art/ Please 
send in your art drawn in black pen on large 
post-card stock// Those chosen to be published will get 
a signed mini poster/ > Make sure you write your real 
name and address on the back of your postcard/ 

EH5E13S Hiro Mashima, Kodansha Comics 

451 Park Ave. South/ 7th Floor New York, NY 10016 

wmmr Tz 



Translation Notes: 

Page 6, All's fair in money and war 
Hoteye has an obsession with money, and as such, he tend to confuse 

classic proverbs by adding the word money in place of the original word. 

In Japanese, he took the proverb, Koi ni jouge no hetate-nashi ("Love doesn't 

recognize any higher or lower ranks'') and changed the word for love, koi, 

to money, okane, to make his new proverb. This translation took an Eng¬ 

lish proverb that also involved love (and the general idea) and substituted 

in "money.'' 

Page 24, Priestess receiving the words of the Gods 
In Japanese they were referring to the miko of ancient Japan who, unlike 

their modern counterparts, were the main priestesses of the Shinto reli¬ 

gion. The first miko recorded is the Empress Himiko of the third-century 

Japanese country of Yamatai described in a small section of the Chinese 

epic, Romance of the Three Kingdoms. 

Page 119, I'm taking you with me! 
What he said in Japanese was a phrase (ichinin-issatsu 

or "One Man, One Kill ") that is a one of the slogans for 

the radical, ultra-nationalist right-wing extreme of 

Japanese politics. The movement espouses some vio¬ 

lent ideals such as dying in order to kill someone else 

(ichinin-issatsu), and killing one for the good of many, 

(issatsu-tasho). On a lighter note, Japanese baseball has 

taken this same term of ichinin-issatsu to describe a 

relief pitcher who is called in to face one and only one 

batter before the next relief pitcher is brought in. 

Page 183, There it comes 
In Japanese, Lucy used the now-famous Japanese 

phrase Kitaaaaa!to describe the scene with Scorpio. 

The phrase which literally means "He/She/It is here!" 

was popularized by the novel-cum-entertainment 

phenomenon Dens ha Otoko (Trainman). Although 

the Trainman fad has come and gone, the phrase 

still survives. I can't say I'm exactly sure just what Lucy is referring to. It 

could be the hand gestures which resemble the hand gestures of some 

good-looking Japanese male pop idols and celebrities. Or it could be the 

"boyfriend" himself. 

I'm taking 
one of you 
with me!!!! 



Preview of Fairy Tail, volume 18 

Were please to present you a preview from Fairy Tail, volume 18, 

available now from Kodansha Comics. Please check our Web site 

(www.kodanshacomics.com) for more details! 
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Rnd 
you call 

your¬ 
self a 

Celestial 
Wizard 

*»/// 
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Pidn't 
anybody 

teach you 
how to ask. a 

favor? 





[A ceitrnf ago, the bizarre creatures4mown as 4 
Titans devoured most offhe world’s population, 
driving the remainder into a walled stronghold^ 
Now, the appearance of an immense new TitarfP 
threatens the few humans left, and one restless 
boy decides to seize the chance to fight for his 
freedom, and the survival of his species! 

© Hajime Isayama / Kodansha Ltd. All rights reserved. 



The Cyberpunk Legend is Back! 

In deluxe omnibus editions of 600+ pages, 
including ALL-NEW original stories by 

Alita creator Yukito Kishiro! 
Vol. 1 Coming March 2013 



Fairy Tail volume 17 s a work of fiction. Names, characters, places, and 

incidents are the products of the author's imagination or are used 

fictitiously. Any resemblance to actual events, locales, or persons, 

living or dead, is entirely coincidental. 
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Fairy Tail volume 17 copyright © 2009 Hiro Mashima 

English translation copyright © 2011 Eliro Mashima 

All rights reserved. 
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TO MARE! 
V 

▼ 
You're going the wrong way! 

Manga is a completely different 

type of reading experience. 

To start at the beginning, 

go to the end! 

That's right! Authentic manga is read the traditional Japanese way— 

from right to left, exactly the oppoiite of how American books are 

read. It's easy to follow: Just go to the other end of the book and read 

each page—and each panel—from right side to left side, starting at 

the top right. Now you're experiencing manga as it was meant to be! 


